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The Pulse of a New
Medical Curriculum
When he found out he would spend
his third year of medical school based at
Brigham and Women’s Hospital, rather
than rotating among hospital venues every
few months, Babak Nazer knew he’d gain
from having an ongoing group of physician
mentors at the Harvard-a∞liated institu-
tion. What he didn’t expect was the
benefit of being comfortable in the place
itself. “Walking down the halls and recog-
nizing people makes you feel like you’re
home, like you belong somewhere,” he
says. “I felt a little more free to learn the
material and delve into patient care, in-
stead of trying to figure out how to find

conference rooms, traverse the computer
system, or order certain radiology exams.”

Nazer, a 24-year-old from Seattle, was
one of a dozen Harvard Medical School
(HMS) students who undertook experi-
mental clerkships at Brigham and
Women’s during the 2005-06 academic
year. They were part of a trial run for a
curriculum revision aimed at preparing
them to become e≠ective physicians amid
the major changes of twenty-first-cen-
tury healthcare delivery.

“Integration” is the theme of the process,
which launches o∞cially this fall. From
classrooms to clinics, work is under way to
better connect the basic-science and pa-
tient-care aspects of learning; ensure that
courses build on each other logically;
strengthen ties among faculty, students,

and teaching hospitals; and weave social
issues like health policy and ethics into the
curriculum. The key planned outcomes are
to design a four-year, longitudinal curricu-
lum and re-engage physicians in teaching.
“The faculty have been talking with one
another and thinking about ways to teach
better and more e∞ciently,” says HMS
dean for medical education Jules Dienstag,
a longtime faculty member who assumed
his present post in May 2005. “We’re really
focused on providing the best educational
experience for our students.”

Doing so has become ever more chal-
lenging of late. Shorter hospital stays
often mean students have only “snap-
shots” of time with patients. Mounting
paperwork, incentives to conduct world-
class research, and financial pressures to
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turn patients around quickly have sapped
doctors’ teaching time. New technology,
drugs, and other discoveries need to be
folded into the curriculum. The Associa-
tion of American Medical Colleges frames
it this way: “Medical students confront
developments that their predecessors
never imagined—from managed care and
a multicultural society, to palmtop com-
puters and medical informatics, to the ge-
netic code and harsh realities of public
health that include domestic violence,
homelessness, and AIDS, to learning new
ways to enhance healthcare quality while
minimizing medical mistakes.”

Change at a research university of Har-
vard’s scope and tradition rarely happens
quickly. The medical school has tweaked
its curricular o≠erings before, but this is

the first major restructuring since the
New Pathway program in the mid 1980s
began emphasizing small-group “tutorial”
instruction and problem-solving during
the first two (classroom) years. This latest
e≠ort, the school’s Medical Education Re-

form Initiative, aims to incorporate New
Pathway’s active learning approach into
the clinical (patient-care) years—no 
easy matter in the current context of
e∞ciency-oriented hospital operations.

The process began in earnest in 2001-02
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NOT A LEVEL PLAYING FIELD: In early
July, heavy equipment had its way with 
the football field inside Harvard Stadium.
Work crews removed the natural grass 
and, here, began laying in a sand and gravel
drainage system, a substratum for the 
new artificial turf being installed (see 
“The Stadium, Returfed,” July-August, page
74). The football team will play its first
home game on the new field against Holy
Cross on September 16.
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and has involved 300 to 400 of the roughly
10,000 HMS faculty members (most of
whom are practicing physicians or re-
searchers with appointments in the a∞li-
ated hospitals), as well as administrators,
students, and hospital leaders serving on
multiple committees and task forces.
Progress reports were shared with the
school community, and in December 2005,
the project’s leaders approved a structure
and time frame for the new curriculum,
which they agreed to roll out in phases.

What’s di≠erent at HMS this academic
year are an “Introduction to the Profes-
sion” for entering students (see “Doctoring
101,” below), a more “holistic” approach to
classroom learning during the first two
years, and an expanded set of pilot clerk-
ships for third-year students, such as
Babak Nazer’s. Committees are still at
work, Dienstag notes, to refine the fourth-
year experience, embed in-depth scholarly
projects in the curriculum, and augment
faculty rewards for stellar teaching.

To breathe new life into classrooms,
HMS faculty leaders are adding, rear-
ranging, or dissecting various “preclini-
cal” courses. Students’ learning will typi-
cally advance from small to large in
building-block fashion; for example, a re-
vised course on cell biology and bio-
chemistry will now precede the study 
of anatomy, so that instruction will
progress from molecules to cells to or-
ganisms. In addition, topics underscoring
the social context of medicine—such as
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What does it mean to
be a physician? How do I
work as part of a team?
Which career options lie

ahead? What’s it like to watch a patient die? For first-year stu-
dents at Harvard Medical School (HMS), these are natural
questions. Faculty members teaching in the new “Introduction
to the Profession” course that began in August are charged
with suggesting answers.

The two-week course replaces the old three-day orientation
that focused more on practical tips about HMS resources.The
expanded program’s aim is to help students grasp the magni-
tude and responsibilities of their prospective career. “Our goal
is to get them to understand they are no longer students; they
are physicians-in-training,” says course director Katharine Tread-
way, assistant professor of
medicine. “Not only are they
obligated, for the welfare of
their patients, to learn basic
science, but their emotional
and professional develop-
ment is also tremendously
important. This is not about
getting an ‘A’ on a test; it’s
about somebody’s life.”

“Introduction to the Pro-
fession,” which grew out of
many discussions as part of
HMS’s curricular reform,
exposes the students to
small-group learning, hospital
rounds, and self-care. It in-
cludes training in vital signs
and basic life support, such
as cardiopulmonary resusci-
tation.

In tutorials, classmates
work together to explore
the impact of diseases such
as AIDS on patients, families,
physicians, researchers, and

society. They also tap their team skills when using a simulator
mannequin to carry out procedures. “To get here, these stu-
dents have been intensely competitive,” Treadway notes, “and
now we’re asking them to turn 180 degrees and share informa-
tion with each other.”

Looking ahead to their clinical training, first-years in the in-
troductory class spend time observing on a hospital ward.
According to Jules Dienstag, HMS dean for medical education,
“They’re asked to focus not so much on the technology but on
the interactions among physicians, the team, and the patients, al-
most like a Martian coming in from outer space.”

Emotional stress is also on the agenda.“We discuss how im-
portant it is to talk with one another—and that detachment is
not the goal,” says Treadway, a primary-care physician at Massa-
chusetts General Hospital who has co-led a course on the

doctor-patient relationship
for the past 15 years.“There
are times you have to be de-
tached; if somebody drops
dead in front of you, you
can’t stand there saying, ‘Oh,
that’s horrible, what should I
do?’ You have to think in
your doctor mode. But af-
terward, you have to allow
yourself to react to what
just happened.

“Over my 28 years as a
practicing physician,” she
adds,“I have come to believe
that medicine is a complex
and extraordinary profes-
sion. It demands both the ac-
cumulation of scientific in-
formation and an emotional
commitment. Being a doctor
truly is a calling. In allow-
ing yourself to care deep-
ly about your patients, it is
an incredibly soul-nourish-
ing endeavor.”

Doctoring 101

Katharine Treadway
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health policy, social
medicine, clinical
epidemiology, and
medical ethics —
are being elevated
to required status
(and their themes
integrated into the
teaching of the
basic biological sci-
ences), and a vet-
eran course on doc-
t o r - p a t i e n t
communication is
being revitalized.
Certain ailments
such as diabetes or
HIV/AIDS will form
an educational scaf-
fold on which to
teach across di≠-
erent disciplines.

The review has compelled course lead-
ers to coordinate their e≠orts more than
ever so that related subjects like genetics
and ethics are taught in sync. Associate
professor of medicine Richard Schwartz-
stein, M.D. ’79, who teaches physiology, is
one of them. “The first number of years I
taught the course, I did feel a bit like an
island,” he told the school’s Web Weekly.
“Now there’s much more sense of collec-
tive responsibility for the education of the
students.” 

Under the current system, third-year
HMS students plunge into supervised pa-
tient care by doing one- to three-month
rotations in a∞liated healthcare centers,
including large teaching hospitals such as
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center,
Brigham and Women’s, Children’s Hospi-
tal Boston, and Massachusetts General
Hospital. They immerse themselves in one
institution and discipline, such as
surgery, pediatrics, or psychiatry, and
then switch to the next, where they must
establish relationships with a new cadre
of faculty and patients.

That system worked well for years, ob-
servers say, but in today’s hospitals, stu-
dents face a fragmented experience and
little “dwell time” with residents, attend-
ing physicians, and patients. “When I was
at medical school [at Columbia] decades
ago,” Dienstag recalls, “students were the
center of rounds. Attending physicians

would go through the medical and basic
science issues underlying a patient’s con-
dition, leading us through a Socratic dis-
cussion. In the old days, a patient would
be hospitalized for the evolution of her
disease. A person came in with a heart at-
tack and stayed 21 days, not a day less.
Today, if you have an uncomplicated heart

attack, you’re nor-
mally out the door
before you have a
chance to get com-
fortable.”

Inpatients’ acuity,
or level of sickness,
is higher now “as
society has decided
that patients are
better cared for out-
side the hospital,”
he adds. “Your at-
tending physician
has only two hours
to ‘round’ with stu-
dents and residents,
see each patient, do
a history and physi-
cal, and make sure
the medical note is

written and the patient’s discharge is
arranged. So you have a relatively chaotic,
high-acuity, rapid-turnover approach to
medicine.” 

In reviewing the existing clerkship sys-
tem, HMS leaders decided students
would benefit from concentrating on one
hospital, where they would develop
longer-term bonds with faculty and pa-
tients. They’d get to see patients in di≠er-
ent settings, such as outpatient clinics
connected to the hospital (see sidebar,
this page); meanwhile, small classes
would supplement the direct-care work.
During the past academic year, 28 of the
165 third-year students took part in pilot
clerkships, and 68 are signed up for 2006-
07 at Beth Israel-Deaconess, Brigham and
Women’s, Mass. General, and Cambridge
Hospitals. Another 40 students applied
for this year’s program but landed tradi-
tional clerkships instead; the new ap-
proach should be open to all by spring
2008.

Rachel Bortnick, an M.D.-Ph.D. candi-
date from Bethesda, Maryland, spent last
year based at Cambridge Hospital, a full-
service community hospital near Harvard
Square. Cambridge’s new clerkship
di≠ers from the others; instead of having
students follow a sequence of disciplines,
this group works throughout the hospi-
tal’s clinics and emergency room, picking
up patients along the way to follow dur-
ing the year. All teaching is done by at-

Although based at Brigham and Wom-
en’s Hospital (BWH, in Boston’s Long-
wood Medical Area) for his pilot clerk-
ship this past year, third-year student
Babak Nazer was able to sample several
other area institutions as part of his
clinical experience:

• 3 months of surgery at BWH
• 6 weeks of pediatrics at Children’s
Hospital Boston
• 6 weeks of obstetrics/gynecology at
BWH
• 3 months of medicine at BWH, one of
them at the Veterans Administration
Boston Healthcare System’s West Rox-
bury campus; another month in outpa-
tient clinics
• 1 month of neurology at BWH
• 1 month of radiology at Dana-Farber
Cancer Institute/BWH
• 1 month of psychiatry at BWH

A year in the life of a 
third-year student

Babak Nazer (left) 
and Leonard S. Lilly
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tending physicians, and the direct-care
work is supplemented by small-group
learning focused on case discussions. 

Bortnick followed roughly 90 patients,
seeing some only once and some regularly.
One woman came into the medicine clinic
with a rare skin disease, “and I accompa-
nied her to the infectious-disease special-
ist and dermatologist,” Bortnick recalls.
“We looked at her biopsy specimen with
the pathologist. During the year, I went
with her to appointments and coordi-
nated everything with her specialists. It
was an incredible learning experience,
and ideally, it improved her care.”

Bortnick believes the clerkship’s pa-
tient-centered approach works well for
budding doctors. “We spend 99 percent
of our time learning,” she noted this past
spring, “because we’re always seeing pa-
tients, talking about our patients, read-
ing about our patients, looking at our
patients’ films. It just makes a lot of
sense.”

Although “doctor” comes from the
Latin word for “teacher,” not all physi-
cians are e≠ective teachers. To help fac-

ulty members sharpen their pedagogical
skills, both in the classroom and at the
bedside, HMS launched the Academy
Center for Teaching and Learning in
March 2006. “Part of our mission is to
think about faculty development as inte-
gral to the flourishing of the new curricu-
lum,” says director Charles Hatem, the
Amos Academy professor of medicine.
The center-in-progress will use faculty
interviews and surveys as part of a needs
assessment for developing appropriate
programs, such as training in the art of
lecturing. Good teachers, Hatem says,
display passion and curiosity for the field
and care about their students. In medical
school, faculty members provide feedback
and guidance essential to the professional
development of these future doctors, es-
pecially as they are choosing among med-
ical specialties.

One of Babak Nazer’s standout men-
tors was cardiologist and associate pro-
fessor of medicine Leonard S. Lilly. Dur-
ing his month-long outpatient-medicine
rotation, Nazer saw patients with Lilly at
the Brigham and Women’s/Faulkner Hos-

pitals campus on Mondays, and reviewed
echocardiograms (heart tests using sound
waves) with him at BWH on Fridays.
“He’s like my hero,” Nazer says. “I admire
the way he interacts with his patients. He
always remembers details about their
lives, and I’m struck by how meticulous
and thorough he is with their care. Dr.
Lilly is also an amazing teacher; he does-
n’t race through patients, and he sched-
ules them far enough apart so he can
teach me in between.” 

Lilly choreographs his schedule in
order to make valuable matches between
patients and students. Tomorrow’s doc-
tors, he maintains, need to learn about
cutting-edge medical technology, but not
at the expense of the basics—how dis-
ease happens. “It’s also important that
students understand how to ask patients
the right questions and examine them to
get the right information at the bedside,”
he says. “If we end up with a generation
of students and young physicians who
don’t know how to do a proper examina-
tion, who’s going to teach the next gener-
ation?” �debra bradley ruder
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Education Executive
Kathleen McCartney, Harvard Graduate
School of Education’s (HGSE) new dean,
has already shown she can handle contro-
versy with poise. Three years ago, when she
and other researchers from the National In-
stitute of Child Health and Human Devel-
opment published a study showing a corre-
lation between day care and bad behavior,
McCartney found herself amid a highly
politicized debate infused with moraliza-
tion and parental guilt. In magazine, news-
paper, and radio interviews, McCartney
pointed out reporters’ oversimplifications:
Many accounts had omitted the findings
that childcare had less e≠ect on children’s
behavior than did other variables, such as
family income, and that the quality of
childcare—caregiver attentiveness and the
child-caregiver ratio—also made a di≠er-
ence. But McCartney stood by the overall
finding that children who spent more
hours in childcare also displayed disobedi-
ent and aggressive behavior more fre-
quently.

Such fortitude will undoubtedly serve

her well in her new post as dean, to which
she was appointed on May 16 by President
Lawrence H. Summers. She had already
tried on the position and found it a good
fit, having served as acting dean from July
1, 2005.

McCartney, 51, brings an uncommon
perspective to the job. Where educational
research naturally tends to focus on the
school years, her expertise is in early child-

hood, the years preceding kindergarten,
and specifically, the relationship among
childcare, poverty, parenting, and educa-
tional achievement. She has served on the
editorial board of the journal Child Develop-
ment, coedited the recently published Hand-
book of Child Development, and directed the
Child Study and Development Center at
the University of New Hampshire.

That expertise is in international demand.
In March, McCartney traveled to Mexico
with a handful of other HGSE faculty mem-
bers to meet Mexican colleagues and gov-
ernment o∞cials and observe the country’s
preschools; she will return in November to
deliver policy recommendations for that sys-
tem. In July she helped lead a conference in
Chile on implementing preschool programs
there, and a trip to Ireland to consult on the
same subject is in the works. Back in Cam-
bridge, HGSE held its first early childhood
education institute in June; nearly 100 edu-
cators from across Massachusetts attended,
free of charge.

McCartney succeeds Ellen Condli≠e
Lagemann, Warren professor of the history
of American education, who stepped down

Kathleen McCartney
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